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‘Don’t clone my indie game, bro’: Informal Cultures of Videogame Regulation in the Independent Sector
In the contemporary games sector, independent developers feel there is an inadequate level of protection for their intellectual property, particularly with regards to game clones. There is also a sense that neither players nor policy-makers completely understand the specificities of how IP may be creatively, if not legally infringed. As a result, there has increasingly been a shift towards the construction of a culture of self-regulation for indie developers, attempting to publicly shame cloners via social media, directly impacting infringers’ reputation and sales and bypassing formal regulation.
This article uses interviews and workshop discussions with developers to examine the manner in which this informal culture of regulation has been perpetuated in relation to current videogame copyright legislation, and suggests how the interrelation between producers and policymakers may help to inform the direction of future policy decisions. Examining the way appropriate practice is informally managed in independent gaming, the article considers the soundness of policy in the contemporary videogames industry.  
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Introduction
At the 2012 Game Developer’s Conference – the world’s largest and longest-running professionals-only game industry event – attendees were met with video game designer and researcher Ian Bogost printing and distributing an unofficial delegate badge emblazoned with the statement ‘Don’t clone my indie game bro’. Referencing a 2007 viral video in which a University of Florida student was drive stunned with a Taser by police (whilst pleading ‘Don’t tase me, bro!’),​[1]​ Bogost’s mantra invoked industrial discourse which framed the creative and economic welfare of independent video game developers as under threat from a powerful external force. Reporting on GDC 2012, Dan Scherlis reflected on the travails of those in the independent games sector:
Unfortunately for indie developers, their innovative games have proven a rich resource for their less scrupulous competitors. Giant game publishers, and some smaller ones, have made a practice of “cloning.” They copy innovative games, while changing artwork, text, and titles just enough to avoid infringing copyright law. (2012)

Scherlis here frames the practice of game cloning as an immoral – yet legal – act, seen as opposed to the innovation and creativity of independent developers. Such rhetoric has continued to be perpetuated in indie development discourse, and in the use of the term “bro”, Bogost’s badge adds to this by suggesting a standard of collegiality to which indie independent developers should adhere. The suggestion that a “code of honour” should exist amongst “moral” developers is an attempt to co-opt development indie communities to compensate for the lack of legal protection afforded to those whose games are cloned.
	To understand how the contemporary games industry approaches the regulation of an ostensibly legal (yet “immoral”) act, this article uses interviews and workshop discussions with developers and industry experts to examine the manner in which informal cultures of regulation has been perpetuated in relation to current videogame copyright legislation. Kline et al. note that ‘As gaming technology became commercial, intellectual property rapidly became a major industry concern,’ (2003, p.114) and with the rise of social media such concerns have been perpetuated across networks of game developers. Social media spaces are constructed which support the indiependent game development ecosystem (Preston et al., 2012, p.52), and such an ecosystem looks to publicly shame cloners, directly impacting infringers’ reputation and sales and bypassing formal regulation. 
	Such attitudes were apparent on 6 December 2013,​[2]​ when the ‘Copyright and Games’ project, one of 40 under the auspices of CREATe – the Research Councils UK-funded centre for copyright and new business models in the creative economy – invited a cohort of ten games developers and industry experts were invited to participate in a workshop to understand current industrial discourse around cloning and copyright. The Ten participants were invited, and included independent games developers from across the UK and Europe, largely from small sized studios, and all of whom develop exclusively for digital platforms. These included the CEO of a developer of free-to-play mobile games, a one-person development team who had their latest game funded via crowdfunding, the co-founder of an award-winning European micro studio, and the head of a digital product agency who has provided mobile and desktop games for commissioners at Channel 4 and the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). In addition, participants also included a game director from Sony, a representative from industry networking group the Scottish Games Network, a freelance games journalist, academic experts in (respectively) digital law and the European development of copyright law and policy, and a business affairs manager at the BBC). 
Yet despite the extensive range of knowledge and experience in attendance, the limitations of presenting just a snapshot of the opinions of the contemporary games sector should be acknowledged. Whilst the article makes claims about game developers’ relationships and attitudes to current policy and law, representatives from policymakers and lawmakers were not present, and in addition, not every voice present has been recorded here. .
 Rather, those selected represent illustrative examples of the debates held during the workshop. To facilitate interaction and exchange, the workshop was run under the Chatham House Rule, to allow ‘people to speak as individuals, and to express views that may not be those of their organisations. (2014) The adoption of this rRule allows for the discussion to be recorded and material used in publications, but with no direct attribution, and without the identity or affiliation of any speakers being revealed. This was designed so that participants would be free to express opinions without fear of suffering any reputational embarrassment at a later date. Consequently, the article adopts qualitative data from those within the games industry to examine the manner in which the regulation of cloning is addressed by industry figures. 

The “Cloning and the iIndependent”/“indie” gGame dDevelopment cCommunity
In 2006 Aphra Kerr conceptualised games development companies as adhering to three general types. Firstly, there are the first-party developers which are fully integrated into a publishing company; secondly are the second-party developers who are contracted to create games from concepts developed by a publisher; and finally there are the third-party developers, who develop their own projects and try to sell them to a publisher (2006, p.64). Whilst still conforming to these types today, the contemporary games sector can be increasingly associated with the latter category; those independent development houses who are often typified by their reliance on alternative production and distribution structures compared to mainstream game companies (Lipkin 2012, p.11). Indeed, within the UK sector 95% of games companies are small and medium enterprises (SMEs) (HM Treasury 2014), meaning that although the UK industry is punctuated by successes of “Triple A” studios such as Scotland’s Rockstar North and their Grand Theft Auto franchise, for the most part current game development within the UK is a result of smaller companies or individuals, producing content ‘to secure work in or attention from the industry, to self-publish in order to make a living, or, as a form of self-expression.’ (Westecott 2012, p.81) 
Yet despite the prevalence of independent games developers, the conception of what constitutes a developer being part of such a cohort is seemingly not a fixed state. As “Indie” game culture is not a fixed state, and as Chase Bowen Martin and Mark Deuze note,e, the term “independent” can be used in a number of ways to describe a type of development next to, or juxtaposed with, the mainstream process of creating, marketing, distributing, and playing digital games (2009, p.277). Nadav Lipkin takes this a step further, by identifying a distinction between “independent” games development and those who label themselves “indie”. Lipkin finds indie gaming hard to define, noting that ‘Like any movement … the particular attributes it seems to possess are often inconsistent; there is no single indie movement nor indie genre but rather a set of tendencies regarding how it is described by participants and outsiders.’ (2012, p.10) For Lipkin then, indie gaming does not necessarily connote “independence from the mainstream”, but rather is characteristic of a particular set of attitudes regarding innovative game design, community spirit, and alternative production and distribution structures. Yet Indeed, there is still no general consensus as to what constitutes indie development in the sector itself, with the 2014 UK-based Develop Conference closing with a debate entitled ‘What is an Indie Anyway?’, questioning the connotations and validity of the term. 
Such uncertainty was reflected by workshop participants , with Participant A, a developer of free-to-play mobile games,  noting the slippery nature of the label: ‘People do see indie as being this “struggling artist” thing, and also some people say you’re not fully independent if you’re working with a publisher or you’re working with third parties – there’s very few “true” independent studios.’ (6 December 2013). Participant B, one of a two-person European development team of “premium” mobile and desktop games, made a similar assertion, noting:
The idea of indie as the “struggling artist” used to be the definition of what indie was – no publishers, no money, none of that. Just make games because of the games. … [There are] companies that are “allowed” to make money … [The] companies that get away with earning money and being indie are the companies that tend to foster community really well, and I think that is now the defining aspect of indie development. (6 December 2013)

Once again, a moral position – those who are “allowed” to make money – is associated with aspects of creativity, innovation, and communal engagement. For Participant B, those who exemplify the attributes lauded by Bogost and Scherlis most accurately represent the contemporary indie game development sector, not whether they have created their game outside of the creative or financial control of global corporate developers, publishers, and distributors (Martin and Deuze, 2009, pp.277-78). Indeed, as Lipkin notes, ‘While much of what defines indie games depends on ideology and economics, Indie media is more than that. It is equally defined by the existence of a subculture that seeks and supports that media — certainly at the early stages of development, if not later in the movement.’ (2012, p.13) For Lipkin, indie gaming culture is exemplified by communities concerned with a “moral”, “honest”, and “creative” sensibility, in opposition to a corporate and capitalist mainstream.  
As Orlando Guevara-Villalobos notes, such communities of developers ‘provide their members of emotional attachment and meaning that result in strong bonds of moral support and trust,’ providing an informal mechanism which prioritises networking, knowledge transference, and skill learning (2011, p.4). Facilitating such a community is prized amongst developers, whether online via social networks or offline at conferences like GDC and Develop, with Participant B observing that openness between peers and competitors is something which is helping to sustain the sector and promote creativity and new voices: ‘We can’t exist without that co-operation. There’s no way for us to sustain ourselves without the help of other indies.’ (6 December 2013)
Participant B’s lauding of community engagement  particularly  correlates with Bogost’s standard of indie collegiality, with Orlando Guevara-Villalobos noting that ‘As it has been witnessed within a whole range of creative industries … independent game networks and communities have become a key factor in tackling the social dilemmas of the organisational fragmentation, labour flexibility and adaptability to new markets.’ (2011, p.2) As suggested by Participant B and Guevara-Villalobos, the encouragement of community and networking helps to maintain binaries between indie developers and ‘their less scrupulous competitors’ (Scherlis, 2012). In addition, such networks work to facilitate discussion and reinforce communal positions against “social dilemmas” such as cloning. While there may be some conflation between “independent” and “indie” within general discourse, it is important to note that there is a general distinction to be made. As a result, when networks of developers work to facilitate discussion and reinforce positions against “social dilemmas” such as cloning, it becomes apparent that such an issue is one of communal importance within indie development discourse. 

Cloning in the contemporary sector
Cloning can be described as a process whereby games ‘
Jesper Juul offers a definition of cloning as games ‘that copy other games wholesale’ (Juul 2010, p.67) in an attempt to capitalise on a previous games’ success: the intentional copying of sets of game mechanics,​[3]​ with slight alterations to art and design in order to capitalise on a previous games’ success. Where copyright law currently does not protect against the borrowing of the underlying idea in a creative work – only the specific expression of that idea (McArthur 2013), clone developers make a concerted effort to implement as much of that specific expression as they feel comfortable, for their own financial gain. Such a process has occurred since the inception of home video games in the 1970s, with the ball-and-paddle games of the Magnavox Odyssey heavily influencing Atari’s Pong, which in turn inspired the production of a multitude of “tennis game” consoles (Barton and Loguidice, 2009). Such practices are still maintained today. For example, in 2014 independent developer Dong Nguyen released mobile game Flappy Bird which spawned ‘an army of replicas and clones’ across mobile application stores, hoping to benefit from an association with the Flappy Bird brand (Batchelor 2014). 
. Such practices appear commonplace in the contemIn the contempporary gaming industry; in 2014 for example Wired magazine published a guide on “How to build an app clone” (Williams 2014), seemingly normalising and endorsing the process. Participant B reinforces this, noting ‘Cloning is a standard business … because it’s an easy way to make money … a lot of clones are released by a company which only releases one game, exists for about a week, after the first paycheck comes in it disappears to never be seen again.’ (Participant B, 6 December 2013) In framing cloners as opportunistic and monetarily motivated, Participant B again places those who clone outside of the indie development community, despite the fact they themselves may match the criteria of “independent developer”. Those within the community are eager to sustain networks and promote creativity, whilst cloners are seen as unscrupulous and seen as oppositional to the dominant image of an industry which ‘promises great creative opportunities for inspired individuals.’ (Deuze et al, 2007, p.336)
Yet significantly, such a binary belies the fact that cloning is not illegal, and developers are in fact ‘responding to a moral repulsion that they alone feel.’ (Warren, 2012) As an exemplary case of regulation surrounding cloning, Daithí Mac Síthigh highlights Nova Productions’ copyright dispute with Mazooma Games and Bell Fruit Games (EWCA Civ 219, 2007), where ‘a game similar to one already on the market was found not to breach the copyright of the developer of the “original” – essentially on the grounds that no code had been copied and the similarity was essentially one of gameplay or the game mechanics.’ (Forthcoming) In determining that the arcade games in question – Pocket Money, Jackpot Pool, and Trick Shot – had necessary similarities as software based on the game of pool, the case demonstrates games press discourse of the ‘fine line between innovation and shameless copying in the video game industry.’ (McArthur, 2013) Making clear that any one developer shouldn’t retain a monopoly over an entire genre of games, the tension between influence, homage, and copying adheres to copyright law which in cases such as this works to ‘differentiate between legitimate inspiration and impermissible infringement in a way which allows subsequent creators to draw upon ideas and themes from earlier works, while safeguarding the interests of earlier authors.’ (Lee, 2012, p.865) 
There appears to be an inherent struggle for indie developers attempting to define game clones. Where developer Matt Porter (2014) optimistically states ‘When it comes to actual clones, they’re almost always quite obvious. … A true, undeniable clone of anything remotely successful never slips through the cracks, and is always spotted.’, Identifying the inherent struggle with regards to defining game clones, Juul conversely notes the apprehension with which the tension between inspiration and infringement is met by developers (2010, p.96). The struggle, then, is for a reconciliation between indie developers’ instinctual knowledge of what make a clone, and the legal understanding of the term. , and addressing this tension, developer Rami Ismail reflects on the experience of his own game being cloned, noting ‘Game ideas should be open to take and copy and remix,’ (Pitts, 2013) Similarly, Participant C – a representative from the Scottish Games Network – touches on this struggle when stating that  articulates an acceptance that copyright law is necessary for innovation in the games industry, as ‘if you can start to protect game concepts or game designs, we would have one first person shooter, one Match 3 game, one racing game.’ (6 December 2013) Yet taking Jamin Warren’s argument that developers’ moral stance on cloning is ‘the pain of craftsmen, in a world where their craft isn't isn’t understood,’ (2012) there is a suggestion that although having an understanding of the broader way copyright works to protect innovation, the insular indie development community apparently has a tacit communal understanding of when, how, and to what extent imitation as ‘the sincerest form of flattery’ (Participant C, 6 December 2013) is deemed permissible.
For example, prior to the launch of his game Super Hexagon, Terry Cavanagh received a request from a fan to clone the game for release as open source. Responding ‘I’m totally happy with anyone making a [Super Hexagon] inspired game, but please don’t “clone” it exactly!’, Cavanagh’s ultimate stance on “Open Hexagon” was described as ‘stern-but-forgiving’ (Rigney, 2012). Such an approach demonstrates the relatively relaxed attitude taken by developers when a cloned game is clearly demarcated as a product of inspiration or homage. Within the indie development community, the actions of the cloner in this instance – seeking permission from Cavanagh – are arguably considered more “acceptable” because of the active engagement with the wider community. Demonstrating an understanding of indie development culture, the cloner here addresses the moral dilemma at the heart of cloning and is thusly rewarded.
Being inside indie development culture, and having sufficient knowledge of what constitutes acceptable moral practice, is therefore – for developers –  apparently integral to the regulation of cloning for developers within the contemporary games sector. Such a position is in opposition to the legal position taken in the Nova Productions case judgement proceedings: 
I pause to interpolate that it is a remarkable feature of this case that it is unnecessary actually to know how any of the games concerned are played or even what they are other than computer games based on pool. Moreover although the two defendants’ games are very different from each other as well as from the claimants’, both are said to infringe the same copyrights. This is because the allegation is at such a general level. (EWCA Civ 219, 2007)

In legal terms, the similarities between Pocket Money, Jackpot Pool, and Trick Shot were considered negligible. Yet for developers – with their assumed knowledge of the production and function of games – such legal evaluation is equated to that of a novice. As Participant B notes, ‘we can tell that they probably took most of our values directly out of our game, because we made the game. We know how things feel, we know how they move … We know that this is a clone.’ (6 December 2013) For developers like Participant B, recognising how gameplay may be replicated is an important aspect of identifying clones.​[4]​ The importance accorded to gameplay within informal, non-legal cultures, is similarly reflected in industry press discourse describing the act of cloning. For example, Brian Chen has referred to gameplay mechanics, design, characters, and storyline as ‘the soul of the game’ (2012), with Russ Pitts referring to the cloning of Vlambeer’s Radical Fishing as copying ‘the beating heart of the game’ (2013). Echoing Participant B’s reference to a game’s “feel”, Chen and Pitts’ reference to the intangible “heart” and “soul” of video games signals a desire to return to the categorisation of games as an artistic, rather than economic, product. 
Despite cloned games being within legal parameters, there is a suggestion here that current law does not accurately address thedevelopers’ perceived “reality” of identifying a clone. Faith in legal systems to provide fair judgements with accurate expertise is further shaken by mixed signals received from international judicial systems, such as a recent North American case (Tetris Holding, LLC v. Xio Interactive, Inc., 2012) which saw a decision made in stark contrast to the Nova Productions proceedings: 
When Tetris Holding brought suit, Xio defended on the novel theory that it only copied the rules of the game of Tetris (which are unprotectable ideas (​http:​/​​/​www.copyright.gov​/​fls​/​fl108.html​)), rather than any copyrightable expression. Judge Freda Wolfson rightly dismissed such a broad rule, reasoning that “Any game expression can always be defined as relating to a game rule.” The court noted the “overwhelming similarity” between the two games (and they are indeed nearly (​http:​/​​/​www.tetris.com​/​​) indistinguishable (​http:​/​​/​www.youtube.com​/​watch?v=YNh8lBrhEM4​)), and held in favor of Tetris Holding. (Castree 2013)

Sam Castree believes the court’s analysis of copyright law should prompt cause for concern, as ‘the court somehow fails to see how various game mechanics within Tetris are entirely functional,’ such as its “ghost pieces” and preview pane display which Castree argues are essential to the puzzle game genre (Castree 2013). Again, an apparent miscomprehension of the look, feel, and mechanics of a game by those who enforce law is seen by indie developers as a stumbling block for appropriate action to be taken against copyright infringers. To be able to properly identify (and then enforce action against) a clone is therefore a site of struggle for developers in the contemporary industry. As a counter measure to inconsistent legal approaches, indie developers are looking at options from within their own community to police cases of infringement.  

Indies’ iInformal cCultures of rRegulation

In referencing recent cases of possible infringement, Yin Harn Lee identifies this identification process as one concerning gameplay:
… these developers … seek to replicate what is known in the parlance of the videogame community as the gameplay of their competitors’ most popular titles, using different computer programs and, crucially, sufficiently different graphics and sounds. Gameplay is, in short, the combination of game mechanics, rules, goals, obstacles, rewards and penalties used in a particular videogame, which is made manifest through the audiovisual displays generated when the player interacts with the game. (2012, pp.865-866)

For developers like Participant B, recognising how gameplay may be replicated is an important aspect of identifying clones. The importance accorded to gameplay within informal, non-legal cultures, is reflected in industry press discourse describing the act of cloning. For example, Brian Chen has referred to gameplay mechanics, design, characters, and storyline as ‘the soul of the game’ (2012), with Russ Pitts referring to the cloning of Vlambeer’s Radical Fishing as copying ‘the beating heart of the game’ (2013). Echoing Participant B’s reference to a game’s “feel”, Chen and Pitts’ reference to the intangible “heart” and “soul” of video games signals a desire to return to the categorisation of games as an artistic, rather than economic, product. 
Although indie developers are keen to make sure their peers recognise the economic value of their labour (Bithell, 2014) amidst a recurrent discourse which blurs the line between work and play (Deuze et al., 2007; Kline et al., 2003, p.197; Yee, 2006), as Participant A notes, ‘People get into the games industry because they love games, they generally don’t get in because they want to make money.’ (6 December 2013) Again, here the indie sensibility is established as one of “creativity” in opposition to a capitalist mainstream, and Emma Westecott characterises this attitude as “DIY game making”, where the sharing of creative production between peers generates social capital (2012 p.83-84). Such processes can be seen in the development of games such as Super Meat Boy, VVVVVV, and Papers, Please, amongst others, which each featured some form of publicly accessible prototype before release. Guevara-Villalobos argues such a method is employed by indies to increase the odds of a game’s success through artistic recognition; involving players in the process of game production, creating a fan base across players, bloggers and press, and generating expectations that could also be leveraged when negotiating with digital distributors and publishers (Guevara-Villalobos 2013, p.194).
As a result, in opposition to this “DIY”, “grassroots” indie community, formalised As a result, legal action tends to be associated with ‘large companies with a large financial stake’ in particular intellectual properties (Participant C, 6 December 2013) rather than those ‘communities of independent developers … [who] construct shared meaning and trust … led by their passion for game design.’ (Guevara-Villalobos, 2011, p.3) Consequently, enforcement evaluation of the artistic integrity of games is done via informal channels, by the indie development community themselves – those who believe they understand better than most what elements of a game are used for artistic expression and which are used for economic gain. 
Such enforcementevaluation, whilst informal, has the potential to be powerful. As Participant C notes, ‘what’s started to happen is that thanks to social media, thanks to the informal communication channels, the industry overall will recognise these guys are ripping off these guys,’ (6 December 2013) and that ‘if something wrong happens, the industry jumps in nowadays and that’s nice.’ (Participant B, 6 December 2013) 
Such action can be seen in the response to developer Dong Nguyen upon the success of his game Flappy Bird, where persistent and prominent attacks on Twitter accused him of plagiarizing the work of others and led him to make the game unavailable (Dredge, 2014). Whilst no legal action was taken against Nguyen, that he was making an estimated $50,000 per day from his game may have contributed to his image as supposedly in opposition to the “artistic integrity” of the indie development community. 
Such action against perceived cloners is now commonplace online, where ‘more often than not … comparative screenshots are bandied about, but no legal recourse is taken.’ (Warren, 2012) Viral images are circulated via social media channels which serve to publicly shame others and harm their brand, such as in the case of developers NimbleBit and Buffalo Studios, who distributed infographics designed to harm larger studio Zynga, whom they each felt had infringed their intellectual property (Chen, 2012; Takahashi, 2012). Buffalo’s graphic made comparisons between their Bingo Blitz and Zynga’s Zynga Bingo, displaying screenshots of the games accompanied by the following text: 
Hello Zynga, 
We are moved that your new game was so inspired by our innovative product, Bingo Blitz. You’ve obviously played our game Bingo Blitz..A LOT..along with over 1 Million other Daily Active Users. Please tell your thousands of employees and shareholders that we hope they enjoy playing the games we’re cooking up next! 
Sincerely, The Herd (and the rest of the indie world)

Opting to take a moral, rather than legal, stance against a company whose 2012 revenue was $1.28 billion (Zynga, 2013), here Buffalo sustain the binary between indie developers and ‘their less scrupulous competitors’ (Scherlis, 2012). Mac Síthigh suggests such a moral approach may be influenced by instances where larger enterprises have stifled innovation through trademark litigation, or when smaller developers choose to licence their intellectual property rather than allege infringement (Forthcoming), and in professing to speak for the entire indie community, Buffalo’s action against Zynga becomes emblematic of a community supposedly unable to take legal action because of economic disparity. 
Yet what is significant about the type of action exemplified by Buffalo, is that the decision by indie developers to perpetuate a regulatory culture based upon public shaming can be 
Yet the decision to perpetuate an informal culture of regulation can also be considered one of choice , rather than necessity. Reflecting on instances when they were asked in interviews whether they would like legal forces to intervene in cloning disputes, Participant B answered: ‘We don’t want that. The idea of a legal institute outside of videogames to decide whether something is too close to something or not sounds awful to me’ (6 December 2013). For Participant B, there is too much risk in allowing an external regulator to pass judgement, which has the potential to constrain creativity. There is a fear that the loss of power in this instance could see a homogenisation of the sector rather than the current environment fostered by the indie development community of ‘designer personalities … [who] connote a kind of singular creative excellence among fervent gamers’ (Deuze et al., 2007, p.336). Such a stance is summarised by Participant D, an academic expert in the legalities of game development,  as ‘a trade-off. You’re trading off legal protection, and in exchange you get more freedom.’ (6 December 2013) Freedom here then, refers to the ability to maintain the image of the creative, innovative “indie developer community”, who share their “code of honour” amongst “bros” to the detriment of legal protection. 

Conclusion 
	That some developers are willing to ignore aspects of copyright infringement – whether for collegial or practical purposes – is quite a significant position to hold. Yet such a stance becomes an issue when the self-self-enforced regulatory frameworkregulation takes the form of an intangible “knowledge” about when supposed infringement is acceptable and when it is not. Although particular community leaders may be able to instruct others to ‘Copy, steal, rob and pillage, but do it with intent,’ (Bithell, 2014), the promotion of insular rhetoric in public forums can be problematic when, as Participant B argues, ‘Gamers tend to be quite ignorant of how a game is made,’ (6 December 2013). 
The indication that gamers do not fully appreciate the creative and economic concerns of developers suggests that such issues are not adequately articulated within indie development discourse, and that a reliance on informal processes to maintain collegial communal ties (Kennedy, 2010, p.199) may be having a detrimental effect to how games are regarded. Rather than being considered the property of developers to be exploited for economic gain, they are instead depicted by indie development culture to be seen as ‘a cultural product as a public good … [which] can be reused by others who may not have to pay for it’ (Kerr, 2006, p.47). The very same processes of open creativity espoused by Guevara-Villalobos as seeking to add to a game’s success (2013, p.194) may be those that allow a culture where unlawful, albeit creative, hacking and modification of games continues to thrive (Coleman and Dyer-Witheford 2007; Postigo 2008). This results in a contradictory message from developers that games can be used for creative purposes, but economic recompense should only be rewarded to those who meet certain criteria determined by the indie community. 
Developers’ apparent insistence on a lack of formal regulation therefore works to maintain cloning as a high profile copyright issue, resulting in frequent coverage by industry press (Hur, 2012; Alexander, 2014; Edge, 2014).  Because networks of developers selfattempt to regulate the independent sector themselves-regulate, no formal action takes place, and cloning practices are allowed to continue. As a result, cloning is a perpetual issue which receives attention as a recurrent problem, but for the indie development community it is a problem which is tolerated, with attention focused instead on copyright issues which enjoy ‘much more robust legal status.’ (Mac Síthigh, Forthcoming)
Currently then, the indieependent gaming sector is in a state of détente with cloners. Informal networks operate with a “code of honour”, and those that do not adhere to the tacit agreement to ‘Don’t clone my indie game, bro’ are publicly remonstrated. Yet whilst communally-enforced concepts of “right” and “wrong” (rather than legality and illegality) are currently successful in raising public awareness about “good” and “bad” development practices, Participant D – a BBC business development managerParticipant E –  warns  that ‘if the gaming industry doesn’t come up with the sort of standards that it needs to have then regulating authorities will intervene.’ (6 December 2013) What is needed then, is a more proactive – rather than reactive – relationship between the indie development community and regulators. Whilst informal regulation regulatory tactics and the idealisation of maintaining the “heart” and “soul” of video games is a noble endeavour, such an ideological position means that cloning will remain an issue in the contemporary games industry. Participant D notes that ‘You probably need a lot of expert evidence to help the court make a decision as to what’s a close copy and what isn’t,’ (6 December 2013) and those within indie development communities should perhaps look to lending such expertise to legal authorities to prevent an “immoral” practice, but preserve aspects of creativity that are lauded, before regulation may be imposed. 
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^1	   (whilst pleading ‘Don’t tase me, bro!’)
^2	  the ‘Copyright and Games’ project, one of 40 under the auspices of CREATe – the Research Councils UK-funded centre for copyright and new business models in the creative economy –
^3	  In his discussion of what constitutes game mechanics, Miguel Sicart categorises them in terms of “primary” and “secondary”. The former can be understood as core mechanics that can be directly applied to solving challenges that lead to the desired end state. They are readily available, explained in the early stages of the game, and consistent throughout the game experience. The latter are mechanics which ease the player's interaction with the game towards reaching the end state. Secondary mechanics are either available occasionally or require their combination with a primary mechanic in order to be functional. (Sicart 2008)
^4	  Gameplay can be defined as ‘the combination of game mechanics, rules, goals, obstacles, rewards and penalties used in a particular videogame, which is made manifest through the audiovisual displays generated when the player interacts with the game.’ (Lee 2012, pp.865-866)
